
AMEER HAMZA
Front-end Intern

+92 322 0401223 ameerhamzakhan9744@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ameer-hamza-4a8279229 https://ameerhamza-portfolio.netlify.app
Raja Street Islampura Lahore https://github.com/Hamza-73 

SUMMARY
A passionate frontend web developer with a keen interest in crafting 
seamless user experiences and intuitive interfaces. I'm currently diving deep 
into the world of MERN stack (MongoDB, Express.js, React, Node.js) to build 
robust and dynamic web applications. My journey in the tech world has been 
nothing short of exciting, and I thrive on the challenges that coding 
presents.

EXPERIENCE

Frontend Intern
Digital Billing Services

10/2023 - 11/2023 
Spreadheaded end-to-end developmtn of web applications using React.js, 
optimizing UI components for seamless user experiences and integrating 
efficiently with backend Apis.
Collaborated closely with cross-functional teams to design, implement 
and manage UI components, demonstrating expertise in mordern web 
development practices and a commitment to delivering polished solutions 
on time.

Web Developer Intern
Sync Interns

09/2023 - 10/2023 
Interned at Sync Interns, contributing to the development projects

PERSONAL PROJECT

Freelance Project Student Portal
Tech Stack : React JS, Node JS, Express JS, Mongo Db

Developed a multi-user MERN stack web app with distinct portals for 
admin, students, supervisors, and committee members, enabling project 
requests, task management, and user administration.
Implemented secure authentication, responsive design, and cloud 
deployment for an efficient and user- friendly experience.

Online Shopping Cart
Crafted a robust MERN shopping cart application, leveraging the Context API 
for efficient state management, ensuring scalability and flexibility while 
providing a seamless and intuitive user experience.

Implemented a versatile admin interface allowing seamless addition, 
editing, and deletion of products, empowering administrators to manage 
inventory effortlessly.
 Developed a user-friendly customer interface enabling browsing, viewing, 
and convenient addition of products to the shopping cart, enhancing the 
overall shopping experience.

SKILLS

React js Nodejs MongoDB

Expressjs Bootstrap Git/Github

C++ OOP DSA

SOFT SKILLS
Networking

Communication

Management

LANGUAGES
English
Advanced

Urdu
Native

EDUCATION

Bachelor's Degree in Computer 
Science
GC UNIVERSITY LAHORE

2021 - Present  Lahore Pakistan

Intermediate 
Government Islamia College Civil Lines, Lahore

2019 - 2021  Lahore Pakistan
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